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Abstract
Testing is an important activity to ensure software
quality. Tests are usually run several times to certify
that code maintenance did not accidentally insert
defects into working parts of the software. In such
situations, test teams shall be able to estimate the
required effort to execute test cases in its schedules.
This effort is directly related to the test execution
complexity.
This paper presents a method for measuring the
execution complexity of test cases based on its
specifications written in a controlled natural language.

1. Introduction
In competitive markets (e.g., the mobile phone
market), companies that release products with poor
quality may quickly lose its clients. In order to avoid
this, companies should ensure that product quality has
conformed to its client expectation. A usual activity
performed to ensure quality is software testing.
There are many different testing strategies.
Regarding functional testing, for example, it is a usual
test strategy used to ensure product quality that should
not be a bottleneck in the process, since its execution is
usually done at the end of the development cycles.
Otherwise, the risk to skip this activity due to short
delivery schedules may increase significantly.
Software testing is been considered so important
that organizations can assign teams only for testing
activities. Testing is an important activity to ensure
software quality. Tests are usually run several times to
certify that code maintenance did not accidentally
insert defects into working parts of the software. In
such situations, test teams shall be able to estimate the
required effort to execute test cases in its schedules and
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to request more resources or negotiate deadlines when
necessary.
When regarding model-based testing approaches, a
high number of test cases can be automatically
generated. As team resources are limited, it may be not
practical to execute all generated test cases. Their
complexity usually determines the effort required to
execute them and it can be used for planning test
resources and test suites.
Several software development estimation models
have been proposed over the years. However, these
models do not estimate the effort for executing a given
test suite, since their estimations are based on software
development complexity instead of its execution
complexity.
This paper presents an overview of how to measure
the execution complexity of functional test cases based
on its specifications written in a controlled language. It
is organized as follows. In Section 2, we overview the
controlled language used for test case specification.
Next, Section 3 presents a new method for measuring
test execution complexity. After that, we discuss
related work in Section 4. Finally, our conclusions are
presented in Section 5.

2. Test specification language
Test case specifications usually describe the tests in
terms of test precondition, procedure (list of test steps
with its inputs and expected outputs) and postcondition [3]. These specifications are commonly
written in natural language, often leading to problems
such as ambiguity, redundancy and lack of writing
standard, which difficult not only test execution, but
also its complexity estimation. However, the problems
can be reduced using controlled natural languages [8].
A controlled natural language (CNL) is a subset of
natural language with restricted grammar and lexicon,

in order to have sentences written in a more concise
and standard way.
The test specifications considered by this work are
written using a controlled lexicon and grammar
described here in a simplified way. Each sentence (test
step) in the specification conforms to the following
structure: a verb and its arguments.
The verb identifies the action of the test step to be
performed during the test. The arguments provide
additional information about the action represented by
the verb. For instance, the phrase “Launch the message
application” has the verb “launch”, indicating the
action of launching an application, and the required
argument “the message application”, indicating the
application to be launched.
This controlled language can have its lexicon and
grammar extended for specific application domains.
For example, the list of verbs (actions) and arguments
may be different between the mobile and the Web
application domains.
As the context of this work is related to testing
mobile applications for Motorola Brazil Test Center
site at the Informatics Center/UFPE, the considered
controlled natural language reflects this domain [4].

3. Measuring test execution complexity
Regarding the test cases written in the controlled
language cited in Section 2, we can measure their
execution complexity based on their specification. In
order to measure the execution complexity of a test
case, we perform the following activities for each test
step defined in its specification:
• Evaluate the complexity level for executing the
test step based on the functional and nonfunctional system characteristics exercised by it.
• Rate the execution complexity level in
execution points, a quantitative measure of
execution complexity.
After that, the execution complexity of a test case is
calculated by summing the execution points of each of
its test steps. This process is illustrated by Figure 1
detailed next.

3.1. Evaluate Execution Complexity Levels
For each test case, we evaluate its execution
complexity analyzing each test step defined in the test
specification. This analysis regards the functional and
non-functional characteristics of the tested system that
are being exercised by the test steps.
Table 1 shows some of the functional characteristics
that are analyzed. There we have the number of

navigations between screens or group of information,
the total number of characters entered and the number
of items to verify during the test step execution.
Test Case Specification
(Controlled language)
Read and analyze
specification

Functional
Characteristics

Non-Functional
Characteristics

Evaluate and rate
complexity level
Test Execution Complexity
(Execution points)

Figure 1 – Measuring test execution
complexity based on test specifications.
For each characteristic, we have a score (low,
average and high) indicating the complexity level for
executing the test step when regarding only that
characteristic.
In addition, Table 1 shows rules for defining the
complexity level for each characteristic. For instance, a
test step requiring less than five navigations is
considered a low-complexity step for the “# of
navigations” characteristic. These rules were defined
using expert judgment.
Table 1. Rules for defining complexity
levels based on functional characteristics.
Functional
Low
Average
High
Characteristics
# of navigations
Sum of the size
of each input
# of items to
verify

<5

5 - 15

> 15

< 20

20 - 40

> 40

<3

3-8

>8

The same process is done using the non-functional
characteristics (see Table 2). In this case, we have
characteristics such as system performance and
network use. For example, the test step “Take a
picture” has an average complexity associated for the
“system performance” characteristic, since it has a
slower performance than others test steps have (i.e.,
scrolling menus, etc.).
At the end of this activity, all test steps have
complexity levels assigned to each functional and nonfunctional characteristic.

Table 2. Rules for defining complexity
levels based on non-functional characteristics.
NonFunctional
Low
Average
High
Characteristics
System
Performance

Use of Network

No
influence

No
influence

Taking a
picture,
Saving
images, ...
Sending/
receiving
small
messages,
dialing a
number, ...

Playing a
long music,
waiting for
alarms, …
Sending/
receiving
multimedia
messages,
...

All the relevant characteristics and its impact in the
complexity for executing a test step were defined here
using intuition and expert judgment.

3.2. Rate the Execution Complexity Levels
Once we have evaluated the complexity level for
each characteristic of each test step, we rate them into
quantitative values. These values are called execution
points, a generic unit for measuring test execution
complexity. As we show later, the number of execution
points helps us to compare the complexity of different
test cases.
For rating the complexity levels, we assign weights
for each functional and non-functional characteristic
exercised by the test steps. These weights quantify the
impact of each characteristic in the test execution
complexity.
In Table 3, we present the weights for each
complexity level of each functional characteristic. For
instance, if the number of navigations performed by
test step has a low-complexity level, this characteristic
will contributes with 10 execution points for the total
execution complexity.
Table 3. Weights assigned to the complexity
levels of each functional characteristic.
Functional
Low
Average
High
Characteristics
# of navigations
Sum of the size
of each input
# of items to
verify

5

10

15

35

80

120

10

20

30

The weights assigned to the non-functional
characteristics are presented in Table 4. In this case, for
example, if we have a test step using the network with
an average-complexity level, this characteristic will

contributes with 80 execution points for the total
execution complexity.
Table 4. Weights assigned to the complexity
levels of each non-functional characteristic.
NonFunctional
Low
Average
High
Characteristics
System
Performance

0

50

150

Use of Network

0

80

200

In this way, the execution complexity of a test step
is determined by summing the execution points
contributed by the rate of each complexity level,
regarding the functional and non-functional
characteristics. Table 5 shows an example of how to
calculate this sum.
Table 5. Summary of execution complexity
evaluation and rating of a test step.
Functional
Complexity
Value
Rating
Characteristics
Level
# of navigations
Sum of the size of
each input
# of items to
verify
System
Performance
Use of Network

3

Low

5

60

High

120

2

Low

10

Low

0

Average

80

No
influenc
e
Sending
a small
message

Total

3.3. Calculate
Complexity

215

the

Test

Case

Execution

After we have calculated the number of execution
points of each test step of a test case, we calculate the
total execution complexity of this test case by summing
the execution points of each of its test steps. Table 6
presents this calculus for a sample test case. The
execution complexity of the presented test case is 160
execution points.
The number of execution points of a test case gives
us a reference about a test case execution complexity.
More complex test cases should have higher numbers
of execution points. Actually, small changes in a test
specification may not change its number of execution
points due to ranges used in rules for defining
complexity levels. This is not a problem when

considering that the same test case executed several
times would have similar but different runtimes due to
environment influences.
Table 6. Execution complexity of a test case.
Test Step
Rating
Launch message application.

15

Scroll to inbox folder

10

Open a unread message

15

…

...

Delete the message

30

Total

160

In addition, the number of execution points allows
us to compare the execution complexity of two or more
test cases. For instance, a test case rated with 700
execution points is more complex to execute than
others two rated with 590 and 350. We also say that the
first test case is approximately 20% more complex than
the second and 50% more complex than the third.
We also can use the execution complexity
measurement of a test case in order to estimate the
required effort to execute it. For instance, testers can
execute several test cases and observe the proportion
between execution points and time spent for each test
case. This information can then be used to calculate its
test execution productivity. For example, the tester may
verify a productivity of 120 execution points per
minute. Using this productivity, a new test case with
160 execution points can be estimated to be executed in
approximately 1 minute and 20 seconds.
Nevertheless, the test execution effort estimation is
an even more complex activity, where environment
conditions, team experience, the use of tools, the reuse
of test setups and other factors must be considered. The
test execution effort estimation is subject of further
research.

4. Related Work
This work presents a method to measure test
execution complexity. This metric is useful for
estimating the effort to execute test suites. During the
last few decades, several models and techniques were
created for estimating software development size and
effort.
Function Points Analysis (FPA) [2], for instance,
gives a measure of the size of a system by measuring
the complexity of system functionalities offered to the
user. The size of system is determined in function

points (FP), a unit-of-work measure, and this count is
used for estimating the effort to develop it.
The Use Case Point Analysis (UCP) [6] is an
extension of FPA and estimates the size of a system
based on use case specifications. Both UCP and FPA
regard the development complexity of a system, while
the presented method regards the execution complexity
of test cases.
The Constructive Cost Model (COCOMO) [1]
converts size metrics such as FP and SLOC (source
lines of code) into effort estimation for developing
systems. This is done through the use of effort
multipliers and scale factors, which represent the
environment, the teams and the processes
characteristics. We believe that a similar model can be
defined to convert our execution complexity metric into
the estimated effort to execute test cases.
Test Point Analysis [7] is another method that
estimates the effort required to define and implement
functional tests based on use case points. This model
also takes in consideration the characteristics of the
product being tested, but it estimates the effort of all
test activities together, such as defining, implementing
and executing tests.

5. Conclusions
This paper presents a method for measuring test
execution complexity based on the use of test case
specifications written in a controlled natural language.
This information is especially useful when planning the
test resources and test suites, where one important
criterion is the effort to execute tests.
Existing estimation models in the literature are
based on system specifications and they estimate the
effort required to perform more activities than test
execution, as such defining and implementing tests.
Actually, they cannot be used to estimate the execution
effort of a given test case.
Our method does not require historical execution
times of the test cases. This characteristic is extremely
important in several situations, such as when test cases
are new and different from any previous one. It is also
important when you do not have reliable historical data
or when you generate high numbers of test cases using
model-based testing approaches.
The use of a controlled natural language reduces the
ambiguity helping the complexity measurement.
Actually, the number of possible ways to describe the
same test step in a controlled language is minimal, and
we also observed that a small but concise controlled
language can support a high number of different test
cases.

Based on these considerations, the method for
measuring test execution complexity can be optimized
as follows. The complexity evaluation of test steps are
recorded and reused whenever possible in the
complexity evaluation of other test cases. Over the
time, the number of necessary evaluations tends to
decrease.
The evaluations of similar test steps are also reused,
since their execution complexity may be determined
only by its verb. For instance, the act of launching an
application has the same complexity for most
applications. In this example, only the exceptions need
to be evaluated.
With these optimizations and the possibility to
automate all steps of the method, except the test step
complexity evaluation, the costs for applying this
method are significantly reduced.
The definition of the relevant functional and nonfunctional system characteristics exercised by the test
cases was done using intuition and expert judgment.
We observed the test cases specifications and its
executions, and then we identified the relevant
characteristics.
We also run an initial experiment aiming to validate
the main concepts introduced by this method. Although
we achieved interesting results suggesting the
feasibility of the method, we have to run more
expressive experiments in order to get more conclusive
results [5] about the relevant characteristics,
complexity levels and weights considered by the
method.
We also intend to extend this work creating a test
execution effort estimation in a similar way as done for
COCOMO. This new test execution estimation model
will regard test environment, processes and team
experiences in order achieve better precision.
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